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FLORIDA ORANGE JUICE, ESPRESSO, COFFEE & TEA

BEANS

ESPRESSO PODS DECAF
A balanced and delicate blend. 

his decaf pod is a perfect solution
for those who like to enjoy an 

evening cup of coffee.

A balanced and delicate blend. 
Thanks to the slow roasting method, 

and a careful selection of our origins, 
we obtain a very round taste and 

aroma. This decaf pre-ground blend 
is a perfect solution for those who 

like to enjoy an evening cup of coffee. 

DECAFFEINATO 
WHOLE BEANS

(3kg/ 6.6 Lb)
Case x 2
SPECIAL ORDER
Mfg. # 05-0101

(1kg/ 2.2 Lb)
Case 6x
SPECIAL ORDER
Mfg. # 05-0113

(1kg/ 2.2Lb)
Case 6x
CBI# 032043

Pods 6.94g
Case x150 CBI# 32045 CBI# 032046

SP
 O

RD
ER

SP ORDER
Mfg. # 05-9871

CBI# 032051
SP ORDER

Mfg. # 05-9873

(1kg/2.2 Lb) (70g / 2.5 oz) (70g / 2.5 oz)    (1kg/ 2.2 lb)
    Case x6 Frapack 70x  Frapack 70x       Case 6x

CAFFÈ VERGNANO,
THE AUTHENTIC ITALIAN ESPRESSO

COMPANY
Growing steadly every
year, Caffè Vergnano is
one of Italy’s top coffee
companies, exporting in
over 80 countries

FAMILY
Family owned for over
130 years, and currently
managed and operated
by the 4th generation

HISTORY
Founded in 1882, Caffè
Vergnano is Italy’s oldest
coffee roasting company,
among the top leaders.

RAW MATERIAL
A carefull selection of
raw materials of the best
origins, strictly
imported in jute bags, and
repeatedly controlled

ROASTING
All blends are strictly
roasted following the
traditional slow roasting
method, origin by origin

1882 BLEND ORIGINAL
The 1882, is Caffè Vergnano’s most 
prestigious blend; composed by the 
selection of the best Arabica origins 

from South America and Central Africa. 
The medium roast results in a delicate 
and aromatic blend, with hints of fruit 

and honey. 

ESPRESSO CREMA 800 
A softer and more delicate aromatic 

blend, with the sweet flavor of the most 
prestigious Central American Arabica 

origins, with chocolatey hints of the best 
Asian Robustas. Perfect for those who 

love their coffee delicate, flavorful, light 
but with a good body.

ESPRESSO CLASSICO 600
 It is recognized by its full, round and intense 
flavor. It is a strong coffee due to its higher 
content of the best Robusta origins.  It is a 
blend particularly indicated for those who 

love a stronger coffee with a thicker crema.  

A balanced and delicate 
blend. With a careful selection 

of our  origins, we obtain a 
very round taste and aroma.

ESPRESSO PODS

Arabica is the finest of all coffee 
varieties. This particular blend 
comes from a selection of our best 
origins, spanning from Central to 
South America. In the cup you will 
experience a fragrant coffee, with 
delicate flavors an a smooth body.

100% ARABICA WHOLE BEANS 

PODS

DRIP / FILTER

     CAFFE VEGNANO CUPS
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ESPRESSO PODS DECAF
A balanced and delicate blend. 

his decaf pod is a perfect solution
for those who like to enjoy an 

evening cup of coffee.

DECAFFEINATO 
WHOLE BEANS

(1kg/ 2.2Lb)
Case 6x
CBI# 032043

CAFFÈ VERGNANO,
THE AUTHENTIC ITALIAN ESPRESSO

ROASTING
All blends are strictly
roasted following the
traditional slow roasting
method, origin by origin

ESPRESSO CLASSICO 600
 It is recognized by its full, round and intense 
flavor. It is a strong coffee due to its higher 
content of the best Robusta origins.  It is a 
blend particularly indicated for those who 

love a stronger coffee with a thicker crema.  

A NEW WAY OF MAKING COFFEE
TRÈ, completely made in Italy, is the
result of Caffè Vergnano’s experience 
combined with the most state-of-the-
art technology in the sector. Extremely 
easy to use, TRÈ is the most innovative 
expression of  Caffè Vergnano’s
tradition.

special order

ÈSPRESSO 1882 - NESPRESSO COMPATIBLE CAPSULES 
COMPOSTABLE THE CAPSULES ARE COMPATIBLE WITH COFFEE 
MACHINES MANIFACTURED BY NESPRESSO®.*

CREMOSO
With a persistent golden, thick 
cream, its clean aromatic 
expression lovingly recalls 
oriental spices, with the 
interesting flavors of vanilla 
and black pepper.
CBI#. 10073055
60 PC/5 GRAMS

INTENSO
The long lasting bronze 
creaminess enhances the
distinctive flavor of dark 
chocolate in African coffees. The 
dark roasting method recalls 
savory notes of toasted almonds, 
with slightly spicy undertones.
SPECIAL ORDER
Mfg.  # 05-1063

T R E
natural oakCBI#. 10073055

SPECIAL PROGRAM PRICING OPTIONS 
34 MONTH LEASE SYNCRO LINE

All pricing includes: water softner, installation, 
start up and demo, 1 year defective parts and 
labor warranty. Lease figures are just estimates 
and based on 2+ years in business and good 
credit. Actual customer payment may be higher 
or lower on these factors. Tax additional.

WEGA ORION COMPACT  
(WHITE OR BLACK) 
Power: 110 V / 16.3 amps 
Dimensions(WxDxH): 
W20.08” D21.46” H20.28”   
Boiler: 7 Ltr  / 1.85 US Gallons 
List Price = $ 5,900  
20% off for cash purchase

WEGA MININOVA
EPU - VOLUMETRIC 
Dimensions(WxDxH):
W13.9” D17.91” H16.73” Power: 
110 V / 12 amps 2 ltr / 
Boiler 0.52 US Gal
List price = $3,242.00  
20% off for cash sales /
Direct purchase

TRÈ MACHINE

10 CAPS (case 6x)

ESPRESSO EQUIPMENT PACKAGES

     CAFFE VEGNANO CUPS
ESPRESSO CUP
CBI# 760047
6/3 oz

CAPPUCCINO CUP
CBI# 760049
6/8 oz

Mo Pmt  1Grp Package  2Grp Package
For Pods      $ 130.00       $ 202.00
w/F5gGM      $ 160.00      $ 232.00 
 


